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  What Teachers Make Taylor Mali,2013-09-03 In
praise of the greatest job in the world... The
right book at the right time: an impassioned
defense of teachers and why we need them now more
than ever. Teacher turned teacher’s advocate
Taylor Mali inspired millions with his original
poem “What Teachers Make,” a passionate and
unforgettable response to a rich man at a dinner
party who sneeringly asked him what teachers make.
Mali’s sharp, funny, perceptive look at life in
the classroom pays tribute to the joys of
teaching…and explains why teachers are so vital to
our society. What Teachers Make is a book that
will be treasured and shared by every teacher in
America—and everybody who’s ever loved or learned
from one.
  Those who Can-- Teach! Lorraine Glennon,Mary
Mohler,1999 Many successful people can point to a
single teacher whose talent and dedication made a
crucial difference in their lives. Sometimes
former students clearly recall a teacher's
casually brilliant remark that produced an instant
aha! response; sometimes they are affected by a
teacher's passionate devotion to professional
duty. The methods of a great teacher are as varied
and distinctive as teachers themselves, but the
result - inspired teaching - is a gift enjoyed for
a lifetime. Those Who Can . . . Teach brings
together personal reminiscences about gifted
educators from a wide array of contributors,
including writers, entertainers, business leaders,
religious figures, politicians - and of course
teachers themselves. Some are humorous, others
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irreverent, others sweet, still others
passionately polemical. Based on interviews
conducted by the editors, the book includes many
excerpts culled from literature, personal letters,
and film.
  Official Gazette of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office ,2005
  Never Trust a Teacher—Fight to Make Things Right
Susan Fay Ryan,2017-11-08 This book is dedicated
to good teachers everywhere. Human nature dictates
that from time to time, even the best of teachers
may make mistakes. When they are made aware of
such aberrations, good teachers will recognize and
repair them. They will, at a moments notice, set
things right with their students. Bad teachers
will refuse to acknowledge blunders and will
engage in cover ups. Parents and caregivers need
to be mindful that they may run into bad teachers
anywhere, in any time period, who may be guilty of
the same sins. Of necessity then, in defense of
their children, parents and caregivers must be the
watch dogs, the whistle blowers, and the prime
movers for bringing about meaningful change. In
her book, Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother, Amy
Chua has set forth seven driving principals by
which she governed her children. Her fifth rule is
... (5) if your child ever disagrees with a
teacher or coach, you must always take the side of
the teacher or coach; ... [Chua A. (2011). New
York, NY: PENGUIN BOOKS, P. 5.] My advice states
the contrary, and I offer convincing, concrete
examples as to why you should Never Trust a
Teacher! Remember to FLIP the book over to find
Twenty--Two Timeless Tips to Trump the System.
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Before being critical of teachers, parents must
prepare their children to be ideal students when
they arrive at school. In this supplement to the
larger book, I offer fundamental guidelines for
parents and caregivers as they begin their
childrearing years and gradually ease their
children into the world of public school, always
remembering that Literacy and Love Go Hand in
Hand.
  Ordinary Children, Extraordinary Teachers Marva
Collins,1992-09-01 Marva Collins embodies all that
is meant by that hallowed word. . .teacher. She
gives of herself tirelessly so that those whose
minds are supple may grasp knowledge and power
through her love. Indeed love, like that of a
mother for her children, is the essence of the
Marva Collins Way. . .love of learning, love of
teaching, and love of sharing. It charges her
mission with an incredible power to heal broken
spirits. Discover the power to truly teach,
whether it be one child or many. Children don't
have to be geniuses to be successful. By the power
of the extraordinary teacher, each and everyone
can achieve extraordinary success. You can be that
teacher or parent. In this book, Marva Collins
reveals the secret of her success and the
principles which will aid you to duplicate her
achievements - first within yourself, then within
your classroom or in your own home. Here is an
opportunity to expand your teaching ability with
the aid of one who has stretched the boundary
through her own bold experiments. It works. Go for
it. Renew your spirit. The Extraordinary teacher
is you.
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  Teachers Bored Teachers,2017-09-19 Written for
teachers by teachers, Teachers is an insider's
view of a day in the life of an educator that will
have you laughing out loud every time.
  Teacher to Teacher Eleanor Ruth
Duckworth,1997-08-22 Thirteen teachers join with
renowned educator Eleanor Duckworth in this
engaging account of a year-long project in which
they learned from each other to become better
teachers. Teacher to Teacher will have wide appeal
to teachers at all levels since it deals with
issues that concern day-to-day life. Here,
teachers talk with one another about their
students: Kevin is by far the brightest student in
the class. Not only does he refuse to do any work,
he attempts to disrupt other people and gain
attention. Here, too, they share stories about
themselves, like Elissa, who chose to tell her
class that she is diagnosed with a life-
threatening disease. And, just as important, they
share triumphs, like that of a teacher’s
extraordinary success with boys serving time in a
correctional institute. A striking presentation of
teachers’ thinking about central current issues,
this book will enrich everyone’s understanding of
what it means to be a teacher.
  The Conscious Teacher Deborah Nichols
Poulos,2020-01-13 The Conscious Teacher is about
all kinds of strategies and techniques educators
might employ to become more effective teachers. In
an accessible, conversational style, Deborah
Nichols Poulos presents unique approaches to
teaching that will inspire new and veteran
teachers alike. She begins with her personal story
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of not being able to read all through elementary
school. Her early failures convinced her she was
dumb. At first, she struggled, but when she still
failed, she adopted an avoidance strategy that
served her well until junior high. An experience
in the seventh grade flipped a switch and started
her on a journey to becoming an outstanding
student and, later, to applying the lessons she
learned as a child to her own teaching What makes
The Conscious Teacher unique are the inspirational
lessons that are unlike what most teachers get in
their teacher-education courses or student
teaching. Ms. Nichols Poulos points out, for
example, that from the very first day, it is
important that students learn they will be treated
with dignity and respect no matter what. And
especially helpful are the steps Ms. Nichols
Poulos employs to set up a behavior management
plan that works. She explains the strategic steps
she takes before school starts—how essential it is
to get to know each student before they walk into
class on that first day. She also illustrates how
setting up classroom routines helps students know
what to expect and how to make the best use of
every minute. And she emphasizes the importance of
the parent-student-teacher team and includes many
examples of how to communicate with—and
involve—parents, even those who may be difficult.
Foundational to her program are reading and
writing. Among other things, she lays out the
steps for students—even as early as fourth
grade—to write five paragraph essays and their own
student-authored books, and to research and write
reports that include bibliographies. When she
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differentiated curriculum to support all students’
needs, she found their learning accelerated. All
teachers will appreciate her ideas about how to
teach the basics of math, as well as advanced math
concepts. And her ideas for teaching the arts are
inspirational, as she describes in detail how her
fourth graders performed Shakespeare’s Hamlet,
Macbeth, King Lear, Julius Caesar, and A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. She also shows how to integrate
social studies with literature and writing. Her
experiences taught her that young students are
much more capable than many people realize. The
Conscious Teacher is an indispensable guide for
all new teachers. Many of the ideas Ms. Nichols
Poulos provides will also be an eye-opener for
parents and experienced teachers as well. The
Conscious Teacher is simply a must have for anyone
truly interested in giving young children a
positive and solid foundation for their later
schooling.
  Teachers with Class Marsha Serling
Goldberg,Sonia Feldman,2013-02-05 Teachers with
Class celebrates teachers and the art of good
teaching. Almost everyone has had a special
teacher at some point-one who saw potential where
others did not, one who made ideas come alive, one
who taught more than what was in the textbook. In
Teachers with Class, 30 famous and not-so-famous
people thank their favorite teachers with essays
that praise the difference a good teacher makes.
James Earl Jones honors the high school English
teacher who helped him overcome his stutter and
learn to speak comfortably out loud. An architect
recalls a teacher's belief in the unlikeliest
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student. Three-time Pulitzer Prize-winner, Thomas
Friedman, remembers the teacher who inspired his
career in journalism by imparting lessons that are
relevant today. One man tells of the math teacher
whose patience and guidance gave him the
confidence to succeed as a physician and
researcher. These stories will spark memories
about the special teachers in your own life. To
say thank you, use the list of grants and awards
for teachers featured in the book to nominate a
teacher who made a positive impact on your life. A
portion of the proceeds from Teachers with Class
will go to the National Education Association
(NEA) Foundation.
  Teachers Touch Tomorrow Jane-Elyse Pryor,Todd
Hafer,2008-04 Millions of teachers shape the world
one day, one lesson, and one student at a time.
Full of anecdotes, inspiring words, and
captivating full-colour photographs, 'Teachers
Touch Tomorrow' is a beautiful keepsake to honour
this noble profession. A ribbon marker tucks
between the pages so teachers can mark favourite
words of appreciation and encouragement, reminding
them how much they mean to their students, now and
forever.
  For the Love of Teachers Todd
Whitaker,2013-05-07 For the Love of Teachers is a
tribute to those who possess the remarkable
ability to exercise patience and understanding and
to offer guidance along an unfamiliar path. The
influence these dedicated teachers have is
reflected in many of the goals their students set
and achieve every day; whether learning to tie
their shoes, memorizing multiplication tables, or
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excelling on the SATs—all basic steps which are
vital to their growth and self-esteem. For this
reason, among many others, the importance of these
positive role models in our children's lives, as
well as our own, can't be stressed enough. For the
Love of Teachers is the ideal way to express the
admiration and appreciation we share for them. The
reasons why someone chooses to teach isn't always
clear, but what many teachers have in common is
the desire to make a difference in the lives of
others—a task that can be bittersweet. For the
Love of Teachers is filled with inspiring stories
that do just that. Some are warm, humorous, and
heartfelt, while others illustrate difficult or
unexpected situations with the lessons learned
along the way. Readers will identify with many of
the students who recall that special teacher who
challenged them to find their hidden talent,
motivated them to push a little harder, or to
simply surpass their own expectations. For the
Love of Teachers is a special way of saying thanks
to all the teachers who've sacrificed their time
to better the lives of others.
  Touching Eternity Tom Barone,2001 touching
eternity explores how teachers can make a long-
term impact on the lives of their students.
Written in an accessible narrative style, this
case study of one high school art teacher and his
former students invites readers to engage in
fundamental and essential issues in teaching as
well as in educational research. Rather than
drawing conclusions, this book is uniquely
designed to raise questions about the consequences
of teaching and learning. “An extraordinary
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accomplishment. I know of no other book like it in
the field of education. Its pages reflect Dewey’s
observation that one of the greatest of
educational fallacies is that the student learns
only what he or she is being taught at the
time.... This book breaks new ground.” —Elliot W.
Eisner, Lee Jacks Professor of Education and
Professor of Art, Stanford University “The
strength of this masterfully written book lies in
its determinate inconclusiveness. It leaves many
questions hauntingly unanswered so that they
continue to gnaw at the reader long after the book
has been put down...Barone skillfully encourages
teachers to debate these questions and interrogate
these themes. touching eternity is a book that
demands our attention.” —Peter McLaren, Graduate
School of Education and Information Studies, UCLA,
and author of Che Guevara, Paulo Freire, and the
Pedagogy of Revolution “Now more than ever, we
need a book that shows us the subtle but long-term
effects of a teacher who tells students, ‘Follow
your heart.’” —Susan Ohanian, author of Caught in
the Middle: Nonstandard Kids and a Killing
Curriculum
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